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Introduction
Intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs) represent a large fraction of the eukaryotic proteome (>30%) [1] . These proteins can function without folding into a specific and inherently stable structure. IDPs are increasingly recognized for their important roles in the regulation of vital cellular processes, including gene expression, molecular recognition and cellular signaling. Dysfunction of IDPs has been linked to many human diseases, including cancer, diabetes, neurodegenerative diseases, and cardiovascular disease. Consequently, IDPs have become valuable drug targets [2] . Because X-ray crystallography is unable to capture the dynamic information of IDPs in disordered states, high-resolution NMR spectroscopy has become the leading tool for probing dynamics and binding-induced structural changes of IDPs in solution.
A prerequisite step for protein dynamics and functional studies is to obtain complete backbone resonance assignments. A lack of secondary structures in IDPs unfortunately results in limited chemical shift dispersion, thus hindering the assignment process. Increasing the digital resolution or dimensionality, or both, can be utilized to overcome the challenge of limited chemical shift dispersion and to achieve sequential assignment of IDPs. Both of these approaches however require prolonged acquisition times. On the other hand, IDPs possess slow-relaxing NMR signals due to their inherent flexibility, which offers adequate sensitivity for using the fast NMR methods to achieve signal separation through higher-dimensional spectroscopy at high-resolution. Indeed, several approaches based on automated projection spectroscopy, hyperdimensionality, and discrete Fourier transform of sparsely sampled time domain data have been successfully applied to the assignment of IDPs, offering a significant reduction of measurement times and greatly expanding the range of IDPs suitable for NMR studies [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] .
Compared to well-folded proteins, for which the C a /C b information is often sufficient to establish connectivity, IDPs frequently require all four pairs of nuclei (H a , C a , C b and CO) for assignments. In several studies, we and others have demonstrated the benefit of high-resolution 4-D experiments with sparse sampling schemes [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . So far, the application of 4-D triple-resonance experiments to protein sequential assignments has been largely restricted to the application of existing 4-D conventional experiments, which, due to the overlapping evolving nuclei (mostly C a ) among these experiments, do not offer the most efficient approach for collecting Fig. 1 ), an IDP that plays an important role in the splicing process [16] . The SKIPN was previous assigned using four pairs of conventional 3-D experiments with an overall data acquisition time over 4 days [16] . By using the concentric shell sampling and FFT-CLEAN processing [9] , we were able to achieve complete backbone resonance assignments using two pairs of high-resolution 4-D experiments, with each dataset taking 2.64 h and an overall acquisition time less than 11 h.
Methods
A pair of 4-D sparsely sampled HNCACB and 4-D-HN(CO)CACB experiments were modified from their conventional 4-D counterparts in order to accommodate predefined sparse sampling schemes for the collection of C a /C b correlations [17, 18] . 
correlations. In the original implementation of the 4-D (HA)CACO-CANH experiment [19] , the CO evolution was recorded in a constant time mode, which is sufficient for the limited digital resolution achievable by conventional 4-D experiments. Such a limited CO evolution period, however, is insufficient to accommodate the high digital resolution made available by sparse sampling and required for assignment of IDPs. Therefore, the CO evolution was recorded in a semi-constant time fashion to allow for high-resolution CO separation as initially demonstrated in the 3-D version of the same experiment [19] . Due to the semi-constant time nature, the CO signals are partially modulated by 1 J CaCb in addition to 1 J NCa or 2 J NCa couplings. Additionally, the C a magnetization stays in the transverse plane for $28 ms in order to refocus the 1 J CaCb coupling. A lack of 1 J CaCb coupling for glycine residues during this period renders glycine resonances the opposite sign to other residues. The sensitivity of this experiment can be further improved by using selective C a inversion pulses or selective C b decouplings to remove the 1 J CaCb coupling. Because such an approach typically results in signal losses for certain types of residues, such as Ser, Leu, Gly, Val, and Pro [21] [22] [23] , it is not employed here. Technically, the magnetization transfers from C a i to CO i and back to C a i can also be implemented in a single-quantum fashion to avoid C a i relaxation during the CO i chemical shift evolution period. In such a case, the C a i magnetization would have to stay in the transverse plane for an additional delay of $9 ms ð0:5= 1 J CaCO Þ compared to the MQ implementation described above. This can be particularly detrimental for sensitivity especially if one is interested in collecting complete resonance information regardless of residue types by avoiding the use of selective C a inversion pulses or C b decoupling schemes.
In the HA(CA)CONH experiment, the magnetization also starts from H N-labeled sample (Fig. 1) . The limited resonance dispersion of amide signals is characteristic for intrinsically disordered proteins. Two pairs of sparsely sampled 4-D triple-resonance experiments, as described above, were recorded using a 1 mM sample of 15 N/ 13 C-labeled SKIPN. The NMR buffer contains 50 mM sodium phosphate, 50 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 10% (v/v) D 2 O, pH 6.5. A sparse sampling scheme containing 201 points was generated using cosine-weighted concentric shells as described previously [9] . The orientations of different shells were randomized to disrupt the coherent interference of artifacts. These sampling points were then adapted to a regular grid of 50 Â 50 Â 50 points for indirect dimensions, corresponding to 0.16% of the sampling points used conventionally. Eight FIDs were recorded for each time point to achieve the quadrature detection of indirect dimensions. Details of experimental set up were summarized in Table 1 . All of the experiments were recorded at 298 K on a Bruker AVANCE 500 MHz spectrometer equipped with a cryoprobe. The 4-D spectra were processed with the FFT-CLEAN algorithm [9] . A gain of 30% was used for the CLEAN processing. The final matrix sizes are 100 Â 100 Â 100 Â 128 points for all spectra, with 128 points for extracted amide signals of 7.7-8.8 ppm and 100 points for all indirect dimensions.
Results and discussion
As reported previously, the C a , H a and C b chemical shift dispersion of IDPs is much poorer than the CO chemical shifts. As a result, although C a and C b information is informative on the residue types, such information does not provide sufficient separation to allow for a unique connectivity. In contrast, the HA(CA)CO(CA)NH and HA(CA)CONH experiments, which correlate the H a , CO and the (Fig. 3) . The significantly reduced overlap in the HA (CA)CO(CA)NH/HA(CA)CONH spectra greatly facilitates the process of sequential assignment for IDPs. Indeed, with a combined use of the 4-D HNCACB/HN(CO)CACB and HA(CA)CO(CA)NH/HA (CA)CONH experiments, we were able to assign 93% of the backbone resonances, obtaining nearly complete sequential assignments (Fig. 4) .
Recently, a number of fast NMR methods have been applied to resonance assignment of IDPs [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Most impressively, Narayanan et al. [8] demonstrated automated resonance assignment of the 441-residue, intrinsically disordered protein Tau using 5-D and 7-D experiments based on the APSY approach [5] with 5 days of measurement time. Because the signals must be observed on every projection planes, there is a lack of signal accumulation within the overall measurement time, and the sensitivity of APSY is limited to the sensitivity of individual projections. Discrete Fourier transform of sparsely sampled time domain data has been shown to allow for signal accumulation over the entire measurement period [24] [25] [26] , and Pannetier and co-workers first demonstrated its benefit in [31] . All pulses are along the x-axis unless indicated otherwise.
1 H decoupling is achieved by using DIPSI-2. Shaped pulse G4 [32] (with a duration of 400 ls and an effective inversion window of about 110 ppm) and Q3 [33] (with a duration of 300 ls and an effective inversion window of about 70 ppm) was used for 13 Semi-constant time elements are used in all three indirect dimensions, and the delays are t
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studies of partially unfolded proteins using 3-D NMR [3] . Very recently, Motáčková and co-workers presented a strategy for complete resonance assignment of disordered proteins based on the discrete Fourier transform of sparsely sampled 5-D data [7] . It should be noted that discrete Fourier transform of sparsely sampling time domain inevitably introduces aliasing artifacts due to the violation of the Nyquist sampling theorem. Although the aliasing artifacts can appear as pseudo-noise using optimized sampling schemes, they are often far greater than the thermal noise. Because the spectral noise is the sum of aliasing artifacts and the thermal noise, the presence of aliasing artifacts can significantly reduce the dynamic range of detectable signals and result in poor sensitivity. The signal-to-aliasing noise ratio of a single, non-decaying signal is proportional to the square root of the number of sampling points (S=N alias / ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi n sampling p ) [27] . It can be shown that the presence of multiple signals of similar magnitudes further decreases the dynamic range (S=N alias / ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi n sampling =m p , where m is the number of signals present for the reconstruction). Consequently, data collection for these 5-D experiments typically took 740-2260 complex points in the indirect dimensions, occupying 20-62 h of measurement time for each experiment to allow for sufficient separation of signals from aliasing artifacts. The implementation of the iterative CLEAN procedure however systematically removes the aliasing artifacts associated with the underlying sparse sampling scheme, reduces the background ''noise'' to the level of true thermal noise, and thus greatly enhances the sensitivity of the experiments [9] . Indeed, using sparse sampling with FFT-CLEAN processing, we were able to collect high-resolution 4-D spectra of IDPs using only $200 sampling points in the indirect dimensions, with each 4-D experiment taking 2.64 h and the entire set of 4-D data less than 11 h. Typically, the CLEAN processing reduces the background noise by 50% on average, and as much as 82% reduction in background noise has been observed for individual cubes of the 4-D spectra. A representative plane from the 4-D HA(CA)CO(CA)NH experiment before and after CLEAN is shown in Fig. 5 , demonstrating the ability of CLEAN to dramatically reduce the aliasing artifacts and identify weak signals that would otherwise be concealed under the aliasing noise.
Several types of sampling patterns have been discussed in the literature with an emphasis on reducing aliasing artifacts and HA(CA)CONH experiment without (left) and with (right) the CLEAN algorithm. The less-than-ideal sampling pattern generated stronger-than-average, negative aliasing artifacts in the FFT spectra (panels A and C, indicated by arrows), which were systematically eliminated by CLEAN (panels B and D). associated with the discrete Fourier transform [3, 9, [28] [29] [30] . Because all of these optimized sampling patterns employ some degree of randomization in order to disrupt coherent interference of aliasing artifacts, a direct comparison of these sampling patterns is difficult. However, when an iterative procedure such as FFT-CLEAN is employed for eliminating the aliasing artifacts, the effect of the sampling pattern is much diminished. This is due to the fact that the aliasing artifacts are inherently connected with the underlying sampling pattern. Once the bona fide signals are identified, their associating aliasing artifacts, no matter how they appear in the spectrum, are systematically removed by the CLEAN procedure, thus greatly reducing the dependence of the reconstruction spectral quality on the sampling scheme. This result is well illustrated in Fig. 6 . In our initial studies, we accidentally employed a 1618-point sampling scheme that was far from being optimal. The point spreading function of this sampling scheme contains strong artifacts -albeit still much lower than the real signals -that are prominently present along the axes around the real peak in the FFT spectrum (Fig. 6A,C, arrows) . These strong artifacts however have no consequence on the CLEAN algorithm, which systematically identifies all of the components of real signals, eliminates their associating aliasing artifacts, and improves the signal-to-noise ratio in the final reconstructed spectrum ( Fig. 6B and D) .
Conclusion
A lack of a stable conformation of intrinsically disordered proteins leads to severe signal overlaps in 3-D triple-resonance spectra. Here, we present a pair of 4-D high-resolution experiments tailored for backbone resonance assignment of intrinsically disor- Additionally, we show that iterative CLEAN algorithm not only improves the spectral sensitivity by removing the aliasing artifacts, but also achieves such results even with less-than-optimal sampling schemes. The experiments presented here do not require special hardware and can be widely used to study inherently unstructured proteins.
